Abstract. The last few years have seen the development of the rewriting calculus (also called rho-calculus or ρ-calculus) that uniformly integrates first-order term rewriting and λ-calculus. The combination of these two latter formalisms has been already handled either by enriching first-order rewriting with higher-order capabilities, like in the Combinatory Reduction Systems (crs), or by adding to λ-calculus algebraic features. In a previous work, the authors showed how the semantics of crs can be expressed in terms of the ρ-calculus. The converse issue is adressed here: rewriting calculus derivations are simulated by Combinatory Reduction Systems derivations. As a consequence of this result, important properties, like standardisation, are deduced for the rewriting calculus.
Introduction
Lambda calculus and term rewriting are two foundational frameworks that had a deep influence on the development of computation and deduction. Starting from Klop's ground-breaking work on higher-order rewriting [15] , and because of their complementarity, many frameworks have been designed with a view to integrate these two formalisms.
Introduced in the late nineties (see e.g. [7, 8] ), the rewriting calculus, also denoted ρ-calculus, combines uniformly the two paradigms and allows us to write λx.t to abstract, like in the λ-calculus, over the variable x, but also λp.t to abstract over an elaborated pattern p. Indeed, this last ρ-term is also written p t, emphasizing the rewriting aspect. This general abstract mechanism has been shown to be quite expressive and useful. For instance, it is well adapted to describe the semantics of imperative languages and object calculi [17, 9] and the ρ-calculus has been used to model the execution of rewrite rules and strategies in rule-based languages like ELAN [10] . The logical aspects of the ρ-calculus are also quite appealing and provide the foundation for the design of a new class of proof assistants where computation and deduction can be adapted to the user's needs and understandings [22, 4, 12] .
We are interested here in a better understanding of the behavior of the rewriting calculus by analyzing its derivation space. To this aim, we present an encoding of the ρ-calculus into crss, since for this kind of higher-order systems a well-developed meta-theory already exists. Studies on the comparison between different higher-order formalisms has already been conducted between Combinatory Reduction Systems and Higher-order Rewrite Systems in [21] . Moreover, an encoding of crss into the rewriting calculus has already been proposed by the authors in [3] . This paper is concerned with the analysis of the converse relation, i.e. the study of derivations performed in rewriting calculus and their equivalent in higher-order rewriting, in particular in Combinatory Reduction Systems. We define a translation of the components of the ρ-calculus into the analogous notions in a crs. Using this translation, we show that every derivation of a ρ-term has a corresponding derivation in the crs and we prove the soundness and completeness of this encoding. We conclude by deriving some important properties concerning rewriting calculus reductions, as confluence, finiteness of developments and standardization, by using the well-known corresponding results in the crss.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section 1 we briefly present the ρ-calculus through its components. Section 2 provides a description of crss and some examples. In Section 3 we present a translation from ρ-terms and evaluation rules into crs-terms and crs-rewrite rules respectively, and we prove the completeness and soundness of the translation. Section 4 concludes the paper with some additional remarks and perspectives.
The Rewriting Calculus
We briefly present in what follows the syntax and the semantics of the basic ρ-calculus. For a more detailed presentation the reader can refer to [8] .
In this paper, the symbols t, u, . . . range over the set T of terms, the symbols x, y, z . . . range over the infinite set X of variables and the symbols f, g, . . . of fixed arity range over the infinite set F. Finally, the symbols p, q range over the set of patterns P ⊆ T . All symbols can be indexed. Syntactic equality is denoted by ≡. We consider the meta-symbols "λ . " (abstraction operator), and " " (structure operator), and the (hidden) application operator. The set of ρ-terms is then defined as follows:
A term of the form λp.t is an abstraction with pattern p and body t. The term t 1 t 2 is a structure consisting of the two terms t 1 and t 2 . The set of patterns P is a parameter of the calculus and in full generality it could be as large as the set of all terms T . We call algebraic the patterns used in this version of the calculus and we usually denote a term of the form (. . . ((f t 1 ) t 2 ) . . .) t n with f ∈ K of arity n by f (t 1 , t 2 , . . . , t n ). A linear pattern is a pattern where every variable occurs at most once. In the rest of the paper we will consider only well-formed terms, i.e. terms where functional symbols are provided with the correct number of arguments, according to their arity. Moreover, we will restrict to linear patterns, a standard restriction that will allow us to reuse the properties of crssthat are indeed, in general, assuming left linearity.
We assume that the application operator associates to the left, while the other operators associate to the right. The priority of the application is higher than that of "λ . " which is, in turn, of higher priority than the " ". Let be a fresh symbol, called a hole. A term with one or more occurrences of is called a context and denoted by Ctx . An algebraic context is an algebraic term with one or more occurrences of . A ground context is a context containing no variables. The term obtained by replacing from left to right in a context Ctx the n holes by the terms t 1 , . . . , t n , n ≥ 1, is denoted by Ctx t1,...,tn .
Similarly as in the λ-calculus, the λ . operator is a binder of the calculus, i.e. in the term λp.t the free variables of p are bound in t. Formally: Definition 1 (Free variables). The set of free variables of a ρ-term t, denoted FV(t) is inductively defined as follows:
The set BV of bound variables of a term is the complementary of the set of free variables w.r.t. the set of variables of the respective term. A term is called closed if all its variables are bound.
Example 1 (ρ-terms).
1. (λx.x x) (λx.x x) is the ρ-term corresponding to the λ-term ω ω; 2. The ρ-term (λplus(x, 0).x) plus(n, 0) encodes the application of the rewrite rule x + 0 → x to the term n + 0; 3. The ρ-term (λf (a).a λf (a).b) represents the rewrite system consisting of the two rules f (a) → a and f (a) → b.
The classical notion of simultaneous substitution used in higher-order calculi, like the λ-calculus, can be adapted to the ρ-calculus.
Definition 2 (Substitution).
A substitution σ is a mapping from the set of variables to the set of terms. A finite substitution has the form σ = {x 1 /t 1 . . . x m /t m }, also denoted σ = {x/t}, where Dom(σ) = {x 1 , . . . , x m }. Applying a substitution σ to a term t, denoted by σ(t) or tσ, is defined as follows:
We point out that we work modulo α-convention: when applying a substitution to an abstraction, we know that the free variables of the corresponding abstracted pattern do not belong to the domain of the substitution.
The evaluation mechanism of the calculus relies on the fundamental operation of matching that allows us to instantiate variables by their current values. We can use different matching theories for computing the matching substitutions like, for example, an empty theory, an equational theory or even more elaborated (higherorder matching) theories [9] . In this paper, we will restrict to syntactic matching problems, which have at most one solution and are known to be decidable [13] .
Definition 3 (Syntactic matching). A (syntactic) matching problem is a formula of the form p ≺ ≺ t, where p is a pattern and t is a term. A substitution σ is solution of the matching problem p ≺ ≺ t, denoted by Sol(p ≺ ≺ t), if σ(p) ≡ t.
The small-step reduction semantics of the ρ-calculus is defined by the following reduction rules:
where
The (ρ)-rule can be applied if (and only if) a substitution of the matching problem p ≺ ≺ t 3 exists. In this case, the result of the (ρ)-rule is the application of this substitution to the term t 2 . If such a substitution does not exist, then the (ρ)-rule does not apply and the term is left as it is. Nevertheless, further reductions or instantiations are likely to modify t 3 so that the appropriate substitution can be found and the rule can be fired. The (δ)-rule right-distributes the application over the structures. This gives the possibility, for example, to apply in parallel two distinct pattern abstractions to a given term.
As usual, we introduce the classical notions of one-step, many-steps, and congruence with respect to the relation → ρδ induced by the top-level rules of ρ-calculus. The one-step evaluation → ρδ is the contextual closure of → ρδ ; if we want to specify the position ω at which the rewrite steps occurs, we write → ω ρδ . The many-step evaluation → → ρδ is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of → ρδ .
Example 2 (Reductions).
We consider the ρ-terms of Example 1 and we show their respective reductions.
corresponding to the reduction of the λ-term ω ω; 2. Since Sol(plus(x, 0) ≺ ≺ plus(n, 0)) = {n/x}, we have the reduction (λplus(x, 0).x) plus(n, 0) → ρ n;
ρ-reduction capturing the non-determinism of first-order term rewriting.
The Combinatory Reduction Systems
The Combinatory Reduction Systems (crss), introduced by J.W. Klop in 1980 [15] , are a generalization of first-order term rewrite systems with a mechanism of bound variables like in the λ-calculus. The definitions of this section are based on the presentation of crss given in [16] . In what follows the symbols A, L, R, . . . range over the set MT of so called meta-terms, t, u, . . . range over the set T crs of terms, x, y, z, . . . range over the set X of variables, X, Z . . . range over the set Z of meta-variables of fixed arity and f, g, . . . range over the set F of functional symbols of fixed arity. We denote by F i ⊂ F (Z i ⊂ Z) the subset of symbols (meta-variables) of arity i. All symbols can be indexed. The set of crs-meta-terms is defined as follows:
The set T crs ⊂ MT of crs-terms is composed of all the meta-terms without meta-variables. We should point out that all meta-terms are well-formed, i.e. the functional symbols and meta-variables take exactly as many arguments as their arity. A crs context is defined similarly as in the ρ-calculus.
The operator [ ] denotes an abstraction similar to the abstraction of the λ-calculus such that in [x]t the variable x is bound in t. In a meta-term of the form [x]A we call A the scope of [x] . A variable x occurs free in a meta-term if it is not in the scope of an occurrence of [x] . A variable x occurs bound otherwise. The set of free variables of a meta-term A is written FV(A).
Meta-variables (in the crs rewrite rules defined below) behave as (free) variables of first-order rewrite systems. The set of meta-variables of a meta-term A is written MV(A). As for the ρ-calculus, we work modulo the α-conversion.
Example 3 (Terms and Metaterms). Some examples of terms and metaterms:
The application of substitutions is defined at the meta-level of the calculus and uses λ-calculus as meta-language (underlined just for distinguishing it from classical λ-calculus). Unintended bindings of variables by the λ-abstractor operator are avoided using α-conversion. To simplify the notation we denote λx 1 . . . λx n .t by λx 1 . . . x n .t. The reduction of λ-redexes is performed by the β-rule of the λ-calculus. The β-normal form of a term t is denoted by ↓ β . We should point out that a crs-(meta)term is necessarily in β-normal form.
Performing a substitution in a crs corresponds to applying an assignment (and consequently a set of substitutes) to a crs-meta-term.
Definition 4 (Substitute, assignment).
An n-ary substitute is an expression of the form ξ = λx 1 . . . x n .u where x 1 , . . . , x n are distinct variables and u is a crs-term. Its application to an ntuple of crs-terms t 1 , . . . , t n yields the simultaneous substitution of ξ 1 ) , . . . , (Z n , ξ n )}, is a finite set of pairs (metavariable, substitute) such that arity(Z i ) = arity(ξ i ) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} (Dom(σ) = {Z 1 , . . . , Z m }). The application of an assignment σ to a crs-metaterm A, denoted σ(A) or Aσ, is inductively defined by:
Notice that the assignments have no effect on variables since they can instantiate only meta-variables. Since we work modulo the α-convention, unintended bindings of free variables are avoided by renaming bound variables.
A crs rewrite rule is a pair of metaterms. We consider as left-hand side of the rules only the crs-meta-terms satisfying the crs-pattern definition:
Definition 5 (crs-pattern). A crs-metaterm P is a crs-pattern if any of its metavariables Z appears in a sub-metaterm of P of the form Z(x 1 , . . . , x n ) where the variables x 1 , . . . , x n , n ≥ 0, are distinct and all bound in P .
In this paper we only consider rewrite rules with crs-patterns as left-hand sides and satisfying the usual conditions imposed in first-order rewriting:
Definition 6 (Rewrite rules). A set of crs rewrite rules consists of rules of the form L → R satisfying the following conditions:
The last condition ensures the decidability and the uniqueness of the solution of the matching inherent to the application of the crs-rules [3] . Moreover, the additional condition of linearity can be required for the metaterm L, meaning that L contains no multiple occurrences of the same metavariable.
Example 4 (β-rule in crss). The β-rule of λ-calculus (λx.t)u → β t{x/u} can be expressed as the rewrite rule: App(Ab([x]Z(x)), Z 1 ) → Z(Z 1 ). In this rule, called β CRS in this paper, App ∈ F 2 and Ab ∈ F 1 are the encodings for the λ-calculus application and abstraction operators respectively. Given a rewrite rule L → R and a substitution σ, we have
The left-hand side and the right-hand side of a crs rewrite rule are metaterms, but the rewrite relation induced by the rule is a relation on terms.
Given a set of crs rewrite rules R, the corresponding one-step relation → R (denoted also → L→R if we want to specify the applied rule) is the context closure of the relation induced (as above) by the rules in R. The multi-step evaluation → → R is defined as the reflexive and transitive closure of → R .
Example 5. Let us consider the crs-term f (App(Ab([x]f (x)), a)). We apply to the sub-term App(Ab([x]f (x)), a) the β CRS rule (Example 4) using the assignment σ = {(Z, λy.f y), (Z 1 , a)}. As result, we obtain the instantiation by σ of the right-hand side R of the rule β CRS :
One can notice that there are two binding mechanisms in the formalism presented in this section. The first one is explicit in the syntax and denoted [x]t. The second one that is implicit concerns the metavariables and comes from the rewriting mechanism.
crss as defined so far are quite general and do not satisfy important properties like, for example, confluence. If we restrict to the class of orthogonal crss, confluence and other interesting properties are satisfied [15] .
Definition 7 (Orthogonality). Let R = {L i → R i |i ∈ I} be a set of crs rewrite rules.
R is non-overlapping if the following holds:
Let r i be the redex σ(L i ) and let Z 1 , . . . Z n be all the distinct metavariables of the metaterm L i . Then if r i contains another redex r j = σ(L j ), this redex r j must be already present in σ(
Similarly to the λ-calculus, crss can be equipped with simple types. All types are generated from base types τ 0 , . . . , τ n in the usual way. 
Translating Rewriting Calculus into crs
The two systems introduced in the previous sections can be seen as two formats of higher-order rewriting which, in spite of their differences in the presentation, use similar mechanisms for performing computations.
We propose in this section an analysis of the two calculi in order to point out their similarities. In particular, we define a translation function from the ρ-calculus to simply-typed crs and we prove the completeness and soundness of the translation. The results are obtained using an equivalence between the rewrite relations of the two systems, making it possible to transfer the properties holding for one system to the other, as discussed in Section 3.4.
The translation
In the following we choose a crs having as variables the set of variables X of the ρ-calculus and having as functional symbols the set of constants K of the ρ-calculus plus four distinguished symbols: the binary symbols App, Dis, rule and the unary symbol Ab. The types of the crs-terms are built from only one base type that we denote τ .
Definition 8 (Translation of terms).
The translation, denoted t, of a ρ-term t into a simply typed crs-term, is defined as follows:
x = x with x of type τ f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) = f (t 1 , . . . , t n ) with f : τ → . . . → τ (n type arrows)
Given a context Ctx , a hole is of base type.
The ρ-calculus functional application is translated into a functional symbol with associated arguments and corresponding type. The application and the structure operator are translated by the two special symbols App and Dis of arity two. Pattern abstractions need a more subtle translation. Since the crs operator [ ] abstracts on single variables, we use an intermediary distinguished symbol rule which takes as arguments the pattern and the right-hand side of the rule, and then we abstract on the variables of the pattern. Since we want the result to have a base type, we enclose the resulting crs-term with a symbol Ab meant to collapse a functional type.
We can immediately notice that the crs-terms obtained as translation of some ρ-terms have good structural properties.
Proposition 1 (Properties of the translation).
i) For any well-formed ρ-term t, we have t : τ . ii) For any subterm s : τ of a crs-term t, there exists a ρ-term s such that s = s.
Proof. By structural induction on the ρ-term t and the crs-term t, respectively. These properties will be useful later on for proving the soundness of the translation.
The set of rewrite rules of the crs is obtained by translating the evaluation rules of the ρ-calculus.
Definition 9 (Evaluation rules encoding). Let p
denote a ground algebraic crs context with n holes. The translation of the evaluation rules of the ρ-calculus into an (infinite) set R of crs rewrite rules (schematic in p ) is then defined as follows:
The δ C -rule is a direct encoding of the (δ) evaluation rule of the rewriting calculus, where the structure operator and the application operator have been replaced by the corresponding functional symbols in the crs. The first crs-rewrite rule, the ρ p -rule, is used to reduce the crs-redexes corresponding to an abstraction application in the ρ-calculus. To any ρ-reduction t 0 = (λp.t 1 ) t 3 → ρ . . . we associate a crs-reduction t 0 → ρp . . .. The context p in the corresponding ρ prule is obtained by translating the ρ-pattern p into the crs and replacing its n variables by n holes. Moreover, the translation implicitly defines a relation between the free variables of the ρ-pattern p, say y 1 , . . . , y n , and the metavariables Z 1 , . . . , Z n in the ρ p -rule. We can formalise this relation using an injective function ζ : X → Z such that ζ(y i ) = Z i ∈ Z 0 for all i = 1 . . . n.
The side condition of the rule (ρ), i.e. σ = Sol(p ≺ ≺ t 3 ), is encoded directly inside the crs-rule ρ p , by choosing the same structure of the context p in the subterm rule(p x1,...,xn , . . .), encoding the ρ-abstraction, and in the metaterm p Z1,...,Zn to which the abstraction is applied. This corresponds to the encoding of the rule (ρ) with syntactic matching.
Observe that the rule schema ρ p represents an infinity of rewrite rules, one for each p . In principle, we suppose to have a rule ρ p for each algebraic linear ρ-pattern p. In practice, for the properties we are interested in, we will only need a finite number of rules ρ p , as discussed in Section 3.4.
In the following we will often denote the left-hand side of the rules δ C and ρ p by L C and L p , respectively. It is not difficult to see that L C and L p are crs-patterns:
Proposition 2. The metaterms L C and L p of the rewrite rules δ C and ρ p are crs-patterns, i.e. verify Definition 5, for any context p .
We can remark that this would not be the case without the assumption of linearity on ρ-patterns. As a consequence of L C and L p being crs-patterns, matching in the obtained crs is decidable and unitary [3] . Example 6. In the rule ρ p , consider the empty context for p and n = 1 (so that we abstract on a single variable). We obtain in this way the following encoding in the crs of the β-rule of the λ-calculus:
which is slightly different from the usual encoding, presented in Example 4.
Example 7.
Consider the ρ-term t = (λg(x, y).f (x)) g(a, b). In the ρ-calculus we have the reduction (λg(x, y).
The translation of the term t into a crs-term is t = App(Ab ([x] [y].rule(g(x, y), f (x))), g(a, b)). We can apply to t the crs-rewrite rule
Completeness of the translation
The aim of this section is to show that for every ρ-reduction there exists a corresponding crs-reduction. We start by proving a lemma expressing the interaction between the formation of contexts and substitutions and the translation. We then show the simulation of one-step ρ-reductions in the crs and we conclude the section by a theorem stating the completeness of the translation. Let s, s 1 , . . . s n be ρ-terms and Ctx be a context. Then we have i) Ctx s = Ctx s ii) Ctx s1,...,sn = Ctx s1,...,sn iii) s{x 1 /s 1 , . . . , x n /s n } = s{x 1 /s 1 , . . . , x n /s n } Proof. By induction on the structure of the context Ctx .
Lemma 1 (Context stability).
The previous lemma is used to show that rewrite steps are naturally preserved by the translation.
Lemma 2 (One-step simulation). Given a ρ-term t such that t → ρδ t 1 , then in the corresponding crs we have t → R t 1 .
Proof. Without loss of generality, we suppose the redex being at the head position in the ρ-term t.
-t → δ t 1 then t = (t 1 t 2 ) t 3 and t = t 1 t 3 t 2 t 3 . We have t = App(Dis(t 1 , t 2 ), t 3 ), we apply the rule (δ C ) using the assignment σ = {Z 1 /t 1 , Z 2 /t 2 , Z 3 /t 3 } and we obtain σ(Dis(App(Z 1 , Z 3 ), App(Z 2 , Z 3 ))) = Dis(App(t 1 , t 3 ), App(t 2 , t 3 )) = t 1 .
-t → ρ t 1 then t = (λp.v) u and t 1 = σ(v) with FV(p) = {x 1 , . . . , x n } and σ = Sol(p ≺ ≺ u) = {x 1 /u 1 , . . . , x n /u n }.
In the crs, we have t = App(Ab ([x 1 ] . . . [x n ].rule(p, v)), u). We can apply the corresponding crs-rewrite rule (ρ p ) using the assignment σ = {Z/λz 1 . . . z n .v , Z 1 /u 1 , . . . , Z n /u n } where v is the term v to which a renaming of the variables x i into z i , for i = 1 . . . n, has been applied. By applying the converse renaming and by Lemma 1, we obtain
The generalisation to derivations of arbitrary length follows easily:
Theorem 1 (Completeness). Given a ρ-term t such that t → → ρδ t n , then in the corresponding crs we have t → → R t n .
Proof. By induction on the length of the reduction, using Lemma 2.
We can notice that there is a one-to-one correspondence in the derivations, i.e. for every step in the rewriting calculus a corresponding step is performed in the crs. The substitution application is performed at the meta-level in both calculi, by underlined beta-reductions in the crs and by simultaneous variable substitutions in the ρ-calculus, and therefore does not affect the length of the reductions.
Soundness of the translation
Completeness proves that for every rewrite step in ρ-calculus, a rewrite step in the associated crs can be performed. We will show now that a rewrite step in a translated term must originate from a rewrite step in the ρ-calculus. We state first a precise relation between a crs assignment and the corresponding ρ-calculus substitution.
Lemma 3. Let t = (λp.v) u be a ρ-term with FV(p) = {y 1 , . . . y n } and L p be the left hand side of the crs-rewrite rule ρ p with Z i = ζ(y i ) for all i = 1 . . . n. Let σ be an assignment such that σ(L p ) = t. Then 1. the assignment σ is of the form σ = {Z/λz 1 . . . z n .v, Z 1 /u 1 , . . . , Z n /u n }.
2. in the ρ-calculus the substitution σ = {y 1 /u 1 , . . . , y n /u n } is such that σ (p) = u.
Proof. 1. We show that the given assignment σ is a solution of the matching of the crs metaterm L p to the crs-term t. Since the solution of a crs pattern matching problem is unique [3] , this concludes the proof.
By Lemma 1 and the injectivity of the translation function.
We can show now that a rewrite step in the translation of the ρ-calculus is related with a rewrite step in the ρ-calculus itself.
Lemma 4. If t → R t 1 in the crs, then we have t → ρδ t with t = t 1 .
Proof. By induction on the depth of the redex position in the term t.
Base case: the redex is at the head position in the term t. Then we have:
-t → δ C t 1 with t = App(Dis(t 1 , t 2 ), t 3 ) and t 1 = Dis(App(t 1 , t 3 ), App(t 2 , t 3 )) using the assignment σ = {Z 1 /t 1 , Z 2 /t 2 , Z 3 /t 3 }. In the ρ-calculus we have t = (t 1 t 2 ) t 3 → δ t = t 1 t 3 t 2 t 3 and thus it is easy to see that t = t 1 .
.rule(p, v)), u) which reduces to t 1 = v {z 1 /u 1 , . . . , z n /u n } using the assignment σ = {Z/λz 1 . . . z n .v , Z 1 /u 1 , . . . , Z n /u n }, where v is the term v to which a renaming of the variables x i into z i , for i = 1 . . . n, has been applied. In the ρ-calculus we have t = (λp.v) u with FV(p) = {x 1 , . . . x n }. By Lemma 3 there exists a substitution σ = {x 1 /u 1 , . . . , x n /u n } solution of the matching problem p ≺ ≺ u. Thus we obtain t → ρ t = σ(v) = v{x 1 /u 1 , . . . , x n /u n }.
Using the converse renaming of z i into x i , for i = 1 . . . n, by Lemma 1, we conclude t = t 1 .
Induction: If the redex is not at the head position in the term t. Then we have t = Ctx σ(L) → R Ctx σ(R) , for some context Ctx . Since t and σ(L) are of base type by Proposition 1 we have a ρ-context Ctx such that Ctx = Ctx and a ρ-term s such that s = σ(L). Thus, by induction t = Ctx s → ρδ Ctx s = t with s = σ(R). Hence, using Lemma 1,
The previous lemma is generalised to arbitrary rewrite sequences in the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Soundness). If t → → R t n in the crs, then we have t → → ρδ t with t = t n .
Proof. By induction on the length of the reduction, using Lemma 4.
Soundness and completeness say that the fact that a term rewrites to another is preserved and reflected in the two systems. This can be seen as a measure of the neatness of the translation. Indeed, other important properties, as discussed in the following section, can be reflected from the crs into the ρ-calculus.
Properties
The obtained results allow us to deduce important properties for the rewriting calculus via the properties of the corresponding crs, avoiding the development of ad hoc proofs for the ρ-calculus.
In particular, we are interested in properties as confluence, finiteness of developments and standardisation, that analyse the derivation space starting from an initial ρ-term. In the version of the rewriting calculus considered here (and contrarily to the dynamic patterns used in [1] ), all variables in a ρ-pattern p are bound, therefore no new patterns can be created during the reduction. Therefore, we can consider a crs having a finite number of rewrite rules, that is the rewrite rule (δ C ) and for any pattern p present in the initial ρ-term, a corresponding rule (ρ P ).
First of all, we can notice that any crs obtained from the translation belongs to the class of orthogonal crss, since it is left-linear and non-overlapping:
Lemma 5 (Orthogonality). The crs obtained as result of the translation of the ρ-calculus is an orthogonal crs.
Proof. First, it is clear that the crs-patterns L p and L C are linear, for any context p . We show next that the rules (δ C ) and (ρ P ) are non-overlapping.
Let t, t be two crs-terms. We show that if there exists an assignment σ such that σ(L p ) = t and t → → R t , then there exists an assignment σ such that σ (L p ) = t . Suppose t = Ctx σ2(L) → → R Ctx σ2(R) = t . The fact that the assignment σ exists implies that the occurrence of the redex σ 2 (L) in t, say ω, corresponds to a metavariables position in L p , say the position of the metavariable Z i . Thus σ of the form {Z/s 0 ,
The contraction of the redex σ 2 (L) in t affects only the subterm of t headed in ω, therefore the substitution σ = {Z/s 0 , Z 1 /s 1 , . . . , Z i /σ 2 (R), . . . , Z n /s n } is such that σ (L p ) = t . A similar reasoning can be done for the left-hand side L C of the crs rewrite rule δ C .
As a consequence of orthogonality, we can deduce immediately the confluence property for the rewriting calculus. This property has already been proved for various versions of the calculus, in particular in [5] . A confluence proof is also available for the typed version of the left linear calculus called PPTS [1] . Here we obtain the confluence property for the ρ-calculus exploiting the well-known results for orthogonal crss:
Corollary 1 (Confluence). The ρ-calculus with linear algebraic patterns and syntactic matching is confluent.
Proof. By the encoding of Section 3.1, Lemma 5 and the confluence results for orthogonal crss (see for example [20, 21] ).
Similarly, we can deduce in the ρ-calculus interesting properties for a special kind of reductions, called developments. Intuitively, a development corresponds to the computation of a chosen set of reducible expressions in a term. The theory of developments, originally developed for the λ-calculus, has been successfully adapted to several other computational paradigms, like first-and higher-order term rewrite system. Interestingly, the notion of superdevelopments allows to derive a new second-order matching algorithm [11] .
The general defintion of developments for the rewriting calculus can be found in [2] . The main desirable results on developments are the fact that the complete development of a finite set of redexes always terminates (FD) and the fact that, for a given initial term, all complete developments of a fixed set of redexes end with the same term (FD!):
Corollary 2 (Finite developments).
-Developments in the ρ-calculus are always finite.
-All developments of a ρ-term t end on the same final term.
Proof. Follows from the results on developments proved for crss (see [15, 20] ).
These properties of developments are a key hypothesis to achieve a standardisation result. We know from the two theorems FD and FD! on developments that the result of this kind of computations is unique and does not depend on the choice of a particular reduction. We still lack of information about the way to perform the computation in order to reach this result, when it exists. Standardisation ensures that, for any derivation, the reduction steps can always be reordered to obtain a derivation in a canonical form, called standard: Corollary 3 (Standardisation). For any two ρ-terms t 1 and t 2 such that t 1 rewrites to t 2 , there exists a standard derivation leading from t 1 to t 2 .
Proof. Follows from the results on standardisation proved for crss (see e.g. [18] ).
Conclusions
The ρ-calculus is a powerful framework for specifying and reasoning about computation and deduction. It is therefore of main interest to study the relationship of the calculus with similar ones, in particular to understand its capabilities and properties.
We have presented in this paper the simulation of the rewriting calculus into Combinatory Reduction systems, the converse simulation having already been addressed in [3] . We have shown the encoding of the ρ-calculus into an appropriate crs having as set of terms the encoding of ρ-terms and as set of rewrite rules the encoding of the evaluation rules of the ρ-calculus. We have then proved the soundness and completeness of this translation. These results allow us to adapt the well-developed crss meta-theory to the rewriting calculus. In particular, we can derive the properties of confluence, finite developments and standardisation for the ρ-calculus. Similar approaches can be applied to related calculi like the lambda calculus with patterns [19] or the pattern calculus [14] .
The natural encoding we have presented in the paper leads to a simulation step-by-step of ρ-derivations into crs-derivations. The translation the other way round was not so neat, since "walking through the context" is done implicitly in crss and thus additional ρ-terms needed to be inserted to direct the reduction in the ρ-calculus. Here instead, the explicit application operator of the ρ-calculus and the definition of rewrite rules at the object level in the ρ-calculus are encoded into crs-terms using appropriate functional symbols. This allows to maintain, in the translated terms, the control on the position to which the rewrite rule is applied, which is a typical ingredient of the ρ-calculus.
We have considered in this paper the ρ-calculus with syntactic matching and the two evaluation rules (δ) and (ρ). The obtained results can be easily generalised to the version of the ρ-calculus with explicit delayed matching constraints. This version of the ρ-calculus introduces the matching problems as part of the ρ-calculus syntax and represents a first step towards an explicit handling of the matching related computations [6] . Basically, a ternary symbol [ ] , representing a term constrained by a matching, is added to the syntax of the ρ-calculus and the set of evaluation rules is adapted accordingly. This new symbol can be encoded in a crs-term using additional functional symbols in the crs-signature, similarly as for the other ρ-calculus operators. The encoding of other versions of the ρ-calculus into crss is matter of further study.
Other higher-order rewrite systems have already been compared. In particular, it has been shown that crss and hrss have the same expressive power and therefore they can be considered equivalent [21] . Using this comparison, we can have an indirect representation of the ρ-calculus into hrss that is based on the translation from the crss to hrss and the translation from ρ-calculus to crss we have defined in this paper.
